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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
GARCÍA ALBERTO has contributed to the dictionary with 14462 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a
a - refers to: 1 ) first letter of the Spanish alphabet - 41-2; in chemistry, represents the atomic mass - 41 3; It is one of
the types of vitamins-41-4; It is one of the four fundamental blood groups - 5 ) It is the first side of a vinyl-41-6 record; in
football, in some countries, means '' first division '' - 7 ) inside parentheses, and lowercase means '' alias ''. -Vitamin A or
retinol is a substance indispensable for human life-

a ambos lados o a un lado y otro
or both sides or one side and another on one side.  refers to an adverbial phrase, '' On one side and the opposite of the
thing is -

a baldes
to buckets - refers to the expression: '' in large quantities, popular phrase ''-

a banderas desplegadas
unfurled flags -.  locution adverbial, announcing our intentions without leaving the slightest doubt of them-

a beneficio de inventario
for the benefit of inventory-.  refers to the expression '' when something is done without concern, interest or importance,
or even without taking it seriously ''-

a bocajarro
to point blank:.  refers to '' that something is done, said or fires suddenly, unexpectedly and unprepared No ''-

a bordo
on board-expression which refers to : "on the boat" or "inside a ship or vehicle"-                                  

a brazo partido
To arm party: refers to an action has been performed with great intensity -

a buen entendedor,pocas palabras
A good listener, few words: refers to the popular expression: '' the intelligent person understands quickly what is to say,
without the need of many words ''. -

a buena hora
good-time adverbial locution: something expected happens out of time-

a caballo regalado no se le miran los dientes
A gift horse not look you teeth: when someone receives any type of gift, must do so without question the gift and just
accept it as it is, showing satisfaction -

a cada instante
every moment - refers to the expression: '' that happens quite often, popular phrase ''-



a calzón quitado
means have no qualms in what we do. / / Gall -

a capa y espada
swashbuckling - refers to the expression: '' defending something with much conviction, popular phrase ''-

a cappella
cappella - refers to the expression: '' without musical accompaniment, adverbial phrase Latin ''-

a carta cabal
to full letter: popular speech which referred to '' that that someone is good or honest, complete, spotless, in the sense of
flaunting these virtues in its maximum expression ''-

a chorros
jets-adverbial locution: in great abundance-

a ciencia cierta
for sure -- without any doubt, surely, with confidence                                                                                                  

a conciencia
to conscientiously-refers to the expression : With great attention or attention, and with all the necessary effort.

a contrariis
a contrariis-refers to the expression : argument that starts from the opposition between two facts to conclude from one
the opposite of what is already known of the other. -

a coro
adverbial chorus-locution which means : "simultaneously, at the same time"-

a divinis
A divinis-Latin locution meaning: '' far from the divine '' - you received the canonical divinis, the priest of the chapel -
suspension

a la capa
to the capear layer, to take the sails so that the strong wind or storm do not drag to the ship. 

a la deriva
Boat or thing that floats without government at the mercy of wind and currents. 

a la pendura
to the adverbial pendura-locution that refers to the anchor that hangs from a ship, ready to anchor



a lo pampa
pampa-according to the use and customs of the Pampas Indians, in Argentina-

a pachas
pachas - referred to turn off half or two people something or to participate equally in a business to bring more local
customers, we go to pachas in business -

a palo seco
Sail without candles. 

a pique
An object that is on the vertical line directed to the bottom of the sea. 

a posteriori
To Latin posteriori-locucion meaning: subsequent to the issue of which is spoken. -

a priori
A priori-Latin locution meaning: '' from the antecedent '' - prior to examine the matter which is spoken, prior experience -

a puerta cerrada
behind closed doors - refers to literary dramatic unaobra, written by Jean Paul Sartre in 1945-

a que te chuto
a. I chuto you - be fantasic I give you a kick -

a sabiendas
knowingly refers to the expression : adverbial locution, "certainly, safely"-

a sangre fría
in cold blood - refers to unanovela of Truman Capote, published in 1966, which deals with the nature of the crime and
the criminal facts -

a símili
Argument based on similarity-equality reasons between the proposed and the conclusion. 

a son de mar
Arrange the boat to cope with bad weather or storms. 

a tempo
Indicates the resumption of a previous movement after a circumstantial alteration. 

a verbis ad verbera



To verbis ad verbera-voice over Latin which means: '' from words to blows ''-

aa
AA - refers, in geography, the river of France that flows into the North Sea, after a course of 80 km-

aaa
AAA-refers to the expression: in the medals or coins of the ancient Roman emperors. -

aabak
Aabak-refers to Nigeria Southeast Pier-

aabam
Name given to lead in ancient times. 

aabam - aabán
aabam - abaanse is one of the names given to lead in antiquity. 

aabam aabán
aabam aaban- this is one of the names given to lead in ancient times. -

aabam o aabán
aabam or aaban-it is one of the names that was given to lead in antiquity. -

aabam,aabán
aabam, aabánse is one of the names that was given to lead in antiquity. -

aabam-aabán
aabam - aaban - is one of the names given to lead in ancient times. -

aabán
Aaban-is one of the names given to lead in ancient times. 

aabán aabam
aabán aabam- is one of the names given to lead in ancient times. 

aabán o aabam
Aaban or aabam-is one of the names given to lead in ancient times. -

aabán-aabam
aaban - aabam-is one of the names given to lead in ancient times. 



aabenraa
Aabenraa - Denmark, Jutland Pier, on the banks of a fjord of the little Belt - concerns

aabo
Swedish name of the city of Turkoo . 

aabora
aabora-is a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central region of the African
continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia. -

aabora aavora
aabora aavora-is a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central region of the
African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia; produces two types of
oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively.  Food oil is marketed as edible oil, margarine, creams, etc.  , and
industrial oil is used for the manufacture of cosmetics, soaps, detergents, candles, lubricants, etc. 

aabora o aavora
aabora or aavora-is a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central region of
the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia; produces two
types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively.  Food oil is marketed as edible oil, margarine, creams, etc.
 , and industrial oil is used for the manufacture of cosmetics, soaps, detergents, candles, lubricants, etc. 

aabora, aavora
aabora, aavora-is a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central region of
the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia, produces two
types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively.  Food oil is marketed as edible oil, margarine, creams, etc.
 , and industrial oil is used for the manufacture of cosmetics, soaps, detergents, candles, lubricants, etc. 

aabora-aavora
aabora-aavora-is a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central region of the
African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia. -

aaboras
belonging to a variety or species of Africa and small, oily America-fruto espinosa depalmera

aaboras aavoras
aavoras-aaboras belonging to a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central
region of the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia. 

aaboras o aavoras
aaboras or aavoras-belonging to a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and
central region of the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia;
produces two types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively. -

aaboras, aavoras



aaboras, aavoras-belonging to a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and
central region of the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already located for 5 millennia; 
produces two types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively-

aaboras-aavoras
aaboras-aavoraspertenecientes to a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and
central region of the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia,
produces two types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively. -

aaca ahaca
aca ahaca-individual of an indigenous tribe that inhabits the territory of Paraguay-

aaca o ahaca
aca or ahaca- individual of an indigenous tribe that inhabits the territory of Paraguay-

aaca, ahaca
aca, an ahaca-individual of an indigenous tribe that inhabits the territory of Paraguay-

aaca-ahaca
aca-ahaca-individual of an indigenous tribe that inhabits the territory of Paraguay-

aacas ahacas
aacas ahacas-indigenous tribe that inhabits the territory of Paraguay-

aacas o ahacas
Aacas or ahacas-refers to an indigenous tribe that inhabits the territory of Paraguay-

aacas, ahacas
aacas , ahacas-indigenous tribe that inhabits the territory of Paraguay-

aacas-ahacas
aacas-ahacas-belonging to an indigenous tribe that inhabits the territory of Paraguay-

aachen
German name of the city of Aachen . 

aachen johann von
Aachen Johann vonse refers to the expression: German painter, 1552-1616, who introduced Italian Mannerism under
the influence of Tintoretto, whom he had studied in Venice and Rome-

aachen, johann von
Aachen, Johann vonse refers to German unpintor, 1552-1616, which introduced the Italian Mannerism under the
influence of Tintoretto, who had studied in Venice and Rome -



aacla
aacla-is a branchy, small, ovate-leaved shrub of Asian origin, grown in India; produces an abundant pungent-tasting
juice which is used as an effective purgative by locals- 

aacla - aakla
aacla - aakla- is a branchy, small, ovate-leaved shrub of Asian origin, grown in India; produces an abundant
pungent-tasting juice which is used as an effective purgative by locals- 

aacla aakla
aacla aakla-is a branchy, small, ovate-leaved shrub of Asian origin, grown in India; produces an abundant
pungent-tasting juice which is used as an effective purgative by locals- 

aaclas
aaclas-belonging to an Indian shrub, abundant in acrid milk, which is used as purgative-

aad
AAD - according to the old testament, refers to the name of an Arab tribe whose name comes from Ad, grandson of
Cain-

aafjes bertus
Aafjes Bertus-refers to the expression: Dutch poet, born in Amsterdam, in 1914-

aafjes, bertus
AAFJES, Bertus-it refers to the Dutch poet, born in Amsterdam, 1914-

aah
God that was the representation of the Moon, according to his conception of companion of the Earth, therefore related to
the ibis. In this function was the white disc, the Lord of heaven, the maker of eternity.

aaiba
aaiba - refers to the expression: small, showy, fragrant, ornamental type shrub garden, which is typical of South-East
Asia -

aaibas
aaibas-belonging to provide or species of shrub-

aaiser
aaiser - refers to the expression: providing comfort to someone -

aakla
aakla-is a branchy, small, ovate-leaved shrub of Asian origin, grown in India; produces an abundant pungent-tasting
juice which is used as an effective purgative by locals- 



aalclim
aalclim-refers to a certain type of long-tailed, cleft anade, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclim aalclimo
aalclim aalclimo-refers to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclim o aalclimo
aalclim or aalclimo-refers to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclim, aalclimo
aalclim , aalclimo-refers to a certain type of mallard with long tail , cleft , typical of the cold areas of the Siberia-

aalclim-aalclimo
aalclim-aalclimo-refers to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimes
aalclimes-belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimes aalclimos
aalclimes aalclimos-belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimes o aalclimos
aalclemias or aalclimes-belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimes, aalclimos
aalclimes, aalclimos-belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimes-aalclimos
aalclimes-aalclimos-belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimo
aalclimo-refers to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimo aalclim
aalclimo aalclim refers to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimo o aalclim
aalclimo or aalclim-refers to a certain type of mallard with long tail, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimo, aalclim
aalclimo , aalclim-refers to a certain type of mallard long tail , cleleft , typical of the cold areas of the Siberia-



aalclimo-aalclim
aalclimo-aalclim refers to a certain type of long-tailed, cleft- mallard typical of the cold areas of Siberia.

aalclimos
aalclimos- belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimos aalclimes
aalclimes-belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimos o aalclimes
aalclemias or aalclimes-belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimos, aalclimes
aalclimos, aalclimes-belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclimos-aalclimes
aalclimos-aalclimes-belonging to a certain type of long-tailed mallard, cleft, typical of the cold areas of Siberia-

aalclin
aalclin - refers to unaespecie or variety of plant that is unknown in Europe -

aalcuabes
aalcuabes- belonging to a river lamprey, very common in the East Indies-

aaleniense
aaleniense - referred to upper alpiso of Jurassic or lower floor of the Middle Jurassic -

aalense
aalense - referred to upper alpiso of Jurassic or lower floor of the Middle Jurassic -

aalsmer
Aalsmer-refers to pier of the Netherlands, in the province of Noord-Holland-

aalst
Aalst-it is a city of Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, noted for its remarkable Gothic buildings and numerous
factories of fabrics, silk lace, gloves and footwear-

aalst alost
Aalst Alostse is a town in Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, noted for its remarkable Gothic buildings and
numerous factories of fabrics, silk lace, gloves and footwear.

aalst o alost



Aalst or Alost-it is a city of Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, noted for its remarkable Gothic buildings and
numerous factories of fabrics, silk lace, gloves and footwear-

aalst, alost
Aalst, Alost-is a city of Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, noted for its remarkable Gothic buildings and
numerous factories of fabrics, silk lace, gloves and footwear-

aalst-alost
Aalst-Alostse is a city in Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, noted for its remarkable Gothic buildings and
numerous textile factories, silk lace, gloves and footwear-

aaltje-
Aaltje- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  Kopffel on January 18, 1909-

aalts
Aalst - refers to city of Belgium, in the province of Eastern Flanders-

aames
aames-belonging to a measure of capacity that was used in the Netherlands-

aami
aami-refers to the action of performing some kind of hunting inside or from the water-

aamini
aamini-refers to the person who was engaged in the search for drinking water-

aamu
Name given by ancient Egyptians to the inhabitant of the Sinai Peninsula and Palestine who were then subdued by the
Pharaohs. 

aanca
aanca-among the Arab people, refers to a fabulous bird, species of Phoenix Bird-

aancas
ancas-belonging, among the Arab people, to a fabulous bird, species of Phoenix Bird-

aangitch
aangitch-it is a certain type of goose typical of India that has an elongated tail in the form of a fork-

aar
AAR - in Greek mythology, refers to the name given to the Champs-Elysées by the Greeks and was represented by an
iron wall with several gates and bordered by a river, where is accomodated the souls of the elect, who were engaged in
agricultural work-



aar o aare
Aar or Aare-is a European river that rises in the massif of St. Gotthard, crosses the Swiss plateau and flows into the
Rhine-

aar-aare
Aar - Aare-is a European river that rises in the massif of St. Gotthard, crosses the Swiss plateau and flows into the
Rhine-

aarau
Aarau - refers to Switzerland, capital of the Canton of Aargau Pier-

aare
Aare-refers to the European watershed, in Switzerland unrio-

aare aar
Aare Aar-is a European river that rises in the massif of St. Gotthard, crosses the Swiss plateau and flows into the Rhine-

aare o aar
Aare or Aar-is a European river that rises in the massif of St. Gotthard, crosses the Swiss plateau and flows into the
Rhine-

aare-aar
Aare - Aar-is a European river that rises in the Massif of St. Gotthard, crosses the Swiss plateau and flows into the
Rhine-

aargau
Aargau-refers to the expression: canton in North-Central Switzerland, has an area of 1404 square kilometres and its
capital is Aarau is watered by the river Reuss and Aar.

aarif
aarif-this is the person or expert who was responsible for controlling the works of architecture in execution, noting in
addition, the materials used in the same-

aarif alarif
aarif alarif-is the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were being
executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

aarif o alarif
aarif or alarif-is the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were being
executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

aarif, alarif
aarif , alarif-is the person or expert who formerly was in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were being
executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-



aarif-alarif
aarif-alarifse is about the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were
being executed, also observing the materials that were used in them.

aarifes
aarifes-belonging to the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were
being executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

aarifes alarifes
aarifes alarifes-belonging to the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture that
were being executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

aarifes o alarifes
aarifes or alarifes-belonging to the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture
that were being executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

aarifes, alarifes
aarifes, alarifes-belonging to the person or expert who formerly was in charge of controlling the works of architecture
that were being executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

aarifes-alarifes
aarifes-alarifes-belonging to the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture that
were being executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

aarnio eero
AARNIO Eero-refers to unarquitecto and Finnish Designer, born in 1932-

aaronita
aaronite - relative to or belonging to Aaron, biblical character elder brother of Moses and younger brother of Miriam,
considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood

aaronita aarónico
Aaronite Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger brother of Miriam,
considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aaronita o aarónico
Aaronite or Aaronic-relative to or belonging to Aaron, biblical character elder brother of Moses and younger brother of
Miriam, considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aaronita,aarónico
Aaronite, aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character elder brother of Moses and younger brother of Miriam,
considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aaronita-aarónico



aaronite-aaronic-relative to or belonging to Aaron, biblical character elder brother of Moses and younger brother of
Miriam, considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aaronitas
Aaronites—related to or belonging to Aaron, a biblical character who was the elder brother of Moses and younger brother of Miriam, considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood.

aarónica
Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam, considered as
the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónica aarónico
Aaronic Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam,
considered as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónica o aarónico
Aaronic or Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam,
considered as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónica,aarónico
Aaronic, Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam,
considered as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónica-aarónico
Aaronic-Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam,
considered as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónicas
Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character elder brother of Moses and younger brother of Miriam,
considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood.

aarónico
Aaronic - relative to or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger brother of Miriam,
considered as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónico aaronita
Aaronic Aaronite-relative to or belonging to Aaron, biblical character elder brother of Moses and younger brother of
Miriam, considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónico aarónica
Aaronic Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam,
considered as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónico ca-
Aaronic ca-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam, considered



as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónico o aaronita
Aaronic or Aaronite-relative to or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger brother of
Miriam, considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood.

aarónico o aarónica
Aaronic or Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam,
considered as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónico, aaronita
aaronic, aaronite-relative to or belonging to Aaron, biblical character elder brother of Moses and younger brother of
Miriam, considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónico,aaronita
Aaronic-Aaronite-relative to or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger brother of
Miriam, considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónico,aarónica
Aaronic, Aaronic- relative to or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam,
considered as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónico,ca-
Aaronic, co-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam, considered
as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónico-aarónica
Aaronic-Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger of Miriam,
considered as the founder of the Jewish priesthood-

aarónicos
Aaronic-relative or belonging to Aaron, biblical character older brother of Moses and younger brother of Miriam,
considered to be the founder of the Jewish priesthood.

aavora
aavora - refers to a type of Palm tree whose fruit is extracted a food oil, also used for manufacture of candles and
soaps-

aavora aabora
aavora aabora-is a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central region of the
African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia; produces two types of
oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively.  Food oil is marketed as edible oil, margarine, creams, etc.  , and
industrial oil is used for the manufacture of cosmetics, soaps, detergents, candles, lubricants, etc. 



aavora o aavora
aavora or aabora . it is a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central region
of the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia; produces two
types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively.  Food oil is marketed as edible oil, margarine, creams, etc.
 , and industrial oil is used for the manufacture of cosmetics, soaps, detergents, candles, lubricants, etc. 

aavora, aabora
aavora, aabora-is a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central region of
the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia, produces two
types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively.  

aavora-aabora
aavora-aabora-is a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central region of the
African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia, produces two types of
oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively.  Food oil is marketed as edible oil, margarine, creams, etc.  , and
industrial oil is used for the manufacture of cosmetics, soaps, detergents, candles, lubricants, etc. 

aavoras
belonging to a variety or species of Africa and small, oily America-fruto espinosa depalmera-

aavoras aaboras
aavoras aaboraspertenecientes to a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and
central region of the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia,
produces two types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively. 

aavoras o aaboras
aavoras or aaboras-belonging to a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and
central region of the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia-

aavoras, aaboras
aavoras, aaboras-belonging to a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and
central region of the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia;
produces two types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively. 

aavoras-aaboras
aavoras-aaboras-belonging to a tropical palm typical of warm climates whose origin is located in the western and central
region of the African continent, specifically in the Gulf of Guinea, where it was already obtained for 5 millennia; produces
two types of oil, that of the fruit and that of the seed, respectively. 

ab acara
ab acara- individual of an indigenous tribe that has its habitat on the banks of the Madeira River, a tributary of the
Amazon River, in Brazil-

ab aeterno
AB aeterno-voice over Latin which means: '' since always, since long time ago ''-



ab imo pectore
AB imo pectore-Latin locution meaning: '' from the bottom of the chest '' - '' from the depths of the heart ''-

ab initio
It is a Latin phrase which means "from the beginning". -

ab intestato
It's a Latin voice whose meaning is ''  '' no Testament ''  ''. -

ab irato
ab irato-it is a Latin adverbial locution, "which is said or done in an outburst of anger"-

ab origine
Ab origine-voice over Latin which means: '' On the origin or principle ''-

ab ovo
ab ovo-it is an adverbial locution used in narrative "from birth or from ancient times"-

abaar
debaar-refers to the time or time of drought affecting sown

abaá
abaá-in Equatorial Guinea, refers to the Community House or House of the Word, where decisions are debated, lawsuits
are conducted, music, art and religious rites are held

abab
abab-refers to the grotto of Turkish origin, free, which helped with the remos in the old galleys-

ababa ababá
ababa ababá- individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles
located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara rivers, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababa o ababá
ababa or ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
jungles located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara rivers, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of
Bolivia-

ababa-ababá
ababa - ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles
located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababa-ababás
Ababas-Ababas—an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the limits of Bolivia.  



ababada o rinoceronte
abada or rhinoceros-mammal of the order of Perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one or
two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa.

ababangue
ababangue - refers to plant tree, sarmentosa and climbing, the bignoniaceae family, very common in the Philippine
archipelago.  Its leaves are used for the healing of ulcers. -

ababas
Ababas—an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the Bolivian border.

ababas o ababás
Ababa or Ababas – an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé River, opposite the borders of Bolivia

ababayas
Belonging to the name that the indigenous people of the Caribbean give to the parrot. 

ababá
ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles located
between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababá ababa
ababá ababa- individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles
located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara rivers, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababá ababoa
ababá ababoa-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles
located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé , in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababá ababú
Ababá ababú – an individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who have their habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the limits of Bolivia. 

ababá ababúa
An individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located between the
three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the Bolivian border. 

ababá o ababa
ababá or ababa-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
jungles located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara rivers, tributary of the Guaporé , in front of the limits of
Bolivia- 

ababá o ababoa
ababá or ababoa-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
jungles located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé , in front of the limits of



Bolivia- 

ababá o ababú
An individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests between the three
upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the Bolivian border. 

ababá o ababúa
An individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located between the
three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the limits of Bolivia. 

ababá-ababa
ababá - ababa-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles
located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababá-abababoa
ababá - ababoa-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
jungles located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of
Bolivia- 

ababá-ababú
ababá - ababú - individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who have their habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
forests located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the
limits of Bolivia. 

ababá-ababúa
ababá - ababúa-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who have their habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
jungles located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the
limits of Bolivia- 

ababán
ababan - referred to in papilonaceo of hard wood and edible fruit leguminous alarbusto -

ababás
Ababas—an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the Bolivian border.   

ababás ababas
Ababa Ababa – an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé River, opposite the borders of Bolivia

ababás-ababas
ababás - ababas - indigenous people of Brazil who have their habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located
between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of Bolivia.

ababdeh
Ababdeh-refers to the expression: Muslim nomadic tribe that lives in the mountainous region, between the Red Sea and



the Nile -

ababes
ababes-belonging to the Turkish-born, free grouper, which helped with the seas in the old galleys-

ababiles
ababiles- belonging to the mythological or fabulous bird of which the Alcorán of the Mohammedans speaks-

ababilo
ababilo - refers alave mythological or fabulous that the Koran speaks of the Mohammedans -

ababilos
ababilos - belonging alave mythological or fabulous that the Koran speaks of the Mohammedans-

ababoa
ababoa-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles located
between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababoa ababá
ababoa ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles
located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababoa o ababá
ababoa or ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
jungles located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé , in front of the limits of
Bolivia- 

ababoa-ababá
ababoa - ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
jungles located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé , in front of the limits of
Bolivia- 

ababol abibollo
ababol abibollo-refers to one of the names that receives colloquially, in some areas of Spain, the ababol or poppy-

ababol o abibollo
ababol or abibollo-refers to one of the names that receives colloquially, in some areas of Spain, the ababol or poppy-

ababol, abibollo
ababol , abibollo - refers to one of the names that receives colloquially, in some areas of Spain, the ababol or poppy-

ababol-abibollo
ababol-abibolllo- refers to one of the names that it receives colloquially, in some areas of Spain, the ababol or poppy-



ababolada
Ababolada-refers to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost always, a pest for the
planted-

ababolada ababolado
ababolada ababolado-refers to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost always, a pest
for the planted-

ababolada, do-
ababolada , do-refers to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost always, a pest for
the planted-

ababoladas
ababoladas-belonging to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost always, a pest for
the planted-

ababoladas o ababolados
abobaladas or abobalados-belonging to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost
always, a pest for the planted-

ababoladas, dos
ababoladas, two-belonging to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost always, a pest
for the planted-

ababoladas- ababolados
ababoladas - abobalados-belonging to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost
always, a plague for the planted-

ababolado
ababolado-refers to the land under cultivation where ababol predominates, constituting, almost always, a pest for the
sown-

ababolado ababolada
Ababolado or ababolada- refers to the land in cultivation where ababol predominates, constituting, almost always, a pest
for the planted-

ababolado-ababolada
Ababolado - Ababolada - refers to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost always, a
pest for the planted-

ababolados
ababolados-belonging to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost always, a pest for
the planted-



ababolados ababoladas
ababolados ababoladas- belonging to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost
always, a plague for the planted-

ababolados o ababoladas
ababolados or ababoladas-belonging to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost
always, a pest for the planted-

ababolados-ababoladas
ababolados - ababoladas-belonging to the land in cultivation where the ababol predominates, constituting, almost
always, a pest for the planted-

ababoles abibollos
ababoles abibollos-belonging to one of the names that receives colloquially, in some areas of Spain, the ababol or
poppy-

ababoles o abibollos
ababoles or abibollos-belonging to one of the names that it receives colloquially, in some areas of Spain, the ababol or
poppy-

ababoles, abibollos
ababoles, abibollos-belonging to one of the names that it receives colloquially, in some areas of Spain, the ababol or
poppy- 

ababoles-abibollos
ababoles-abibollos- belonging to one of the names that it receives colloquially, in some areas of Spain, the ababol or
poppy- 

ababras
varieties or species of lacalabaza of Portugal.

ababras-
ababras, belonging to a type of gourd that is native to Portugal.

ababuy
ababuyse refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds,
pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy jía manzanilla
ababuy jía chamomile-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy jocomico
ababuy jocomicose refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of



almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy liguito
ababuy liguito-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds,
pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy limoncillo
ababuy limoncillo refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

ababuy limón de mar
Ababuy sea-lemon refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

ababuy manzana del diablo
Ababuy devil's apple- refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

ababuy manzana guayaba
ababuy guava-apple refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy manzanilla
ababuy chamomile-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

ababuy manzanillo
ababuy manzanillo- refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy membrillo de monte
ababuy mountain quince-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy o jía manzanilla
ababuy or jía chamomile- refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy o jocomico
ababuy or jocomico- refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions



ababuy o liguito
ababuy or liguitose refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy o limoncillo
ababuy or lemongrass refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions.

ababuy o limón de mar
ababuy or sea lemon- refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

ababuy o manzana del diablo
Ababuy or devil's apple refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions.

ababuy o manzana guayaba
ababuy or guava apple- refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions.

ababuy o manzanilla
ababuy or chamomile-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

ababuy o manzanillo
ababuy or manzanillo-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy o membrillo de monte
ababuy or mountain quince refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy o pata del monte
ababuy or mountain leg refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy o pepenace
ababuy or pepenace-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-



ababuy o tepenace
ababuy or tepenace-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy o tepenance
ababuy or tepenance-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy o tigrito
ababuy or tigrito-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ababuy o tocote del monte
ababuy or tocote del monte-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with
a strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat
in forested regions-

ababuy o yana
ababuy or yana-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ababuy o yaná
ababuy or yaná-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ababuy o yanán
ababuy or yanán- refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy pata del monte
ababuy pata del monte- refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy pepenace
ababuy pepenace- refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy tepenace



ababuy tepenace- refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy tepenance
ababuy tepenance-refers to a species of plum plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy tigrito
ababuy tigrito-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ababuy tocote del monte
ababuy tocote del monte-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy yana
ababuy yana-refers to a species of plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

ababuy yaná
ababuy yaná- refers to a species of plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ababuy yanán
ababuy yanán-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy, jía manzanilla
ababuy , chaomile-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy, jocomico
ababuy, jocomicose refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy, liguito
ababuy, liguito-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.



ababuy, limoncillo
ababuy, lemon-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

ababuy, limón de mar
ababuy, sea-lemon refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

ababuy, manzana del diablo
ababuy, devil's apple-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

ababuy, manzana guayaba
ababuy, guava-apple refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy, manzanilla
ababuy, chamomile-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ababuy, manzanillo
ababuy, manzanillo-refers to a species of plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ababuy, membrillo de monte
ababuy, mountain quince-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy, pata del monte
ababuy, mountain-foot refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy, pepenace
ababuy, pepenace-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy, tepenace
ababuy, tepenace-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-



ababuy, tepenance
ababuy, tepenance-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy, tigrito
ababuy, tigrito-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy, tocote del monte
ababuy, tocote del monte-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy, yana
ababuy, yana- refers to a species of plum plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ababuy, yaná
ababuy, yaná- refers to a species of plum plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy, yanán
ababuy, yanán-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy-jacomico
ababuy-jocomicose refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy-jía manzanilla
ababuy-jía chamomile-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy-liguito
ababuy-liguito-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds,
pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ababuy-limoncillo
ababuy-limoncillo refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.



ababuy-limón de mar
ababuy-lemon of marse refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange red color, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions.

ababuy-manzana del diablo
ababuy-devil's apple-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

ababuy-manzana guayaba
ababuy-guava-apple refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

ababuy-manzanilla
ababuy-chamomile- refers to a species of plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ababuy-manzanillo
ababuy-manzanillo- refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy-membrillo de monte
ababuy-mountain quince- refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy-pata del monte
ababuy-pata del monte-refers to a species of plum plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves
with a strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its
habitat in forested regions-

ababuy-pepenace
ababuy-pepenace-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy-tepenace
ababuy-tepenace-refers to a species of plum plum tree, shrub wild, small, spiny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy-tepenance
ababuy-tepenance- refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in



forested regions-

ababuy-tigrito
ababuy-tigrito- refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy-tocote del monte
ababuy-tocote del monte-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy-yana
ababuy-yana- refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy-yaná
ababuy-yaná- refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababuy-yanán
ababuy-yanán-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

ababú
ababú-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles located
between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé , in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababú ababá
Ababú is an individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests between the
three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the Bolivian border. 

ababú o ababá
ababú or ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
jungles located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of
Bolivia- 

ababú-ababá
ababú-ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil that has its habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the jungles
located between the three upper arms of the Curumbiara River, tributary of the Guaporé, in front of the limits of Bolivia- 

ababúa



An individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests between the three
upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the Bolivian border. 

ababúa ababá
Ababúa Ababa – an individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who live in the state of Mato Grosso, in the forests located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé River, in front of the Bolivian border. 

ababúa o ababá
Ababúa or ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who have their habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
forests located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the
limits of Bolivia. 

ababúa-ababá
ababúa - ababá-individual of an indigenous people of Brazil who have their habitat in the state of Mato Grosso, in the
jungles located between the three upper branches of the Curumbiara River, a tributary of the Guaporé, opposite the
limits of Bolivia- 

ababúnculo
ababúnculo-derived from Latin abavuncles, meaning "grandpa".  and refers to the Spanish word, used by the 1930s and
meaning brother of the great-great-grandmother/o-

ababúnculos
ababúnculos-belonging to the Spanish word, used by the 1930s and meaning brother of the great-great-grandmother/o-

abaca
name given to a variety or species delcanamo in Manila.

abaca o abacá
abaca or abaca-refers to a plant in the musaceous, herbaceous family, originating in the Asian continent, used in the
manufacture of cabuyería and in the textile industry.

abacado
abacado - refers to native fruit unarbol area of central america and in the Caribbean that gives a very coveted fruit -

abacados
Belonging to a fruit tree native to the Central American area, mainly from the Caribbean, which bears a highly coveted
fruit. 

abacaes
Members of a Malay tribe on Luzon Island, Philippines. 

abacal
abacal is said of the plot of land where abaca or manila hemp is grown.



abacalero, ra
abacalero , ra-refers to the individual engaged in the cultivation and trade of abaca, cabuya or hemp of Manila-

abacales
abacales- belonging to the plot of land where abaca or manila hemp is grown-

abacanto
abacanto - referred to alun marine decapod crustacean, one of the largest, who lives in rocky bottoms between 2 and 50
meters of depth;  It is also known by the name of lubricant or bugre-

abacantos
abacantos-Belonging to a decapod marine crustacean, one of the largest, living on rocky bottoms,   

abacas
abacas-belonging to a plant in the family of musaceae, herbaceous, originating in the Asian continent, used in the
manufacture of cabuyería and in the textile industry-

abacas - abacás
abacas - abaas- belonging to a plant of the family of musaceous, herbaceous, originating in the Asian continent, used in
the manufacture of cabuyería and in the textile industry-

abacas abacás
abacas abas- belonging to a plant of the family of musaceous, herbaceous, originating in the Asian continent, used in
the manufacture of cabuyería and in the textile industry-

abacas o abacás
abacas or abas-belonging to a plant in the musaceous, herbaceous family, originating in the Asian continent, used in the
manufacture of cabuyería and in the textile industry.

abacates
abacates-belonging to the name given in Brazil to an edible fruit, typical of the Amazon Valley,   

abacatiares
abacatiares-belonging to losIndios who inhabited the islands of the San Francisco River, in territory Brazilian-

abacatuaya
abacatuaya - refers to a robust fish on the front which is slimming to the rear, is equipped with strong teeth and lacks
scales

abacatuaya abacatuxia
abacatuaya abacatuxia-it is a robust fish in its anterior part that thins towards the back, is provided with strong teeth and
lacks scales, is silver with gray spots, typical of South America-



abacatuaya o abacatuxia
abacatuaya or abacatuxia-it is a robust fish in its anterior part that thins towards the back, is provided with strong teeth
and lacks scales, is silver with gray spots, typical of South America-

abacatuaya-abacatuxia
abacatuaya - abacatuxia-it is a robust fish in its anterior part that thins towards the back, is provided with strong teeth
and lacks scales, is silver with gray spots, typical of South America-

abacatuayas
abacatuayas-belonging to a robust fish in its anterior part that is thinning towards the back, is provided with strong teeth
and lacks scales, is silvery with gray spots, typical of South America-

abacatuxia
abacatuxia-it is a robust fish in its anterior part that thins towards the back, is provided with strong teeth and lacks
scales, is silvery with gray spots, typical of South America-

abacatuxia abacatuaya
abacatuxia abacatuaya- it is a robust fish in its anterior part that thins towards the back, is provided with strong teeth and
lacks scales, is silver with gray spots, typical of South America-

abacatuxia o abacatuaya
abacatuxia or abacatuaya-it is a robust fish in its anterior part that thins towards the back, is provided with strong teeth
and lacks scales, is silver with gray spots, typical of South America-

abacatuxia-abacatuaya
abacatuxia - abacatuaya-it is a robust fish in its anterior part that thins towards the back, is provided with strong teeth
and lacks scales, is silver with gray spots, typical of South America-

abacatuxias
abacatuxias-belonging to a robust fish in its anterior part that is thinning towards the back, is provided with strong teeth
and lacks scales, is silver with gray spots, typical of South America-

abacatuyas
abacatuyas-belonging to a very common telesteo fish in South America-    

abacá
name given to a variety or species (-) bananas from the Philippines, provides textile fiber, also called Manila hemp.

abacá cáñamo de manila
Manila hemp-name of high-strength textile fiber, extracted from the musaceous plant, originating in Borneo and the
Philippines, used for the manufacture of fabrics, cordels and other elements-

abacá o abaca
abaca or abaca-refers to a plant in the family of musaceous, herbaceous, originating in the Asian continent, used in the



manufacture of cabuyería and in the textile industry-

abacá o cáñamo de manila
Manila abaca or hemp-name of high-strength textile fiber, extracted from the musaceous plant, originating in Borneo and
the Philippines, used for the manufacture of fabrics, twine and other elements-

abacá, cáñamo de manila
ababa , Manila hemp-name of high-strength textile fiber, extracted from the musaceous plant, originating in Borneo and
the Philippines, used for the manufacture of fabrics, twine and other elements-

abacá-cáñamo de manila
Manila abaá-hemp-name of high-strength textile fiber, extracted from the musaceous plant, originating in Borneo and the
Philippines, used for the manufacture of fabrics, twine and other elements-

abacáes
belonging to a variety or species deplatano-

abacás
abaças-belonging to unaplanta of the family of the musaceae, kind of banana in the Philippines-

abacás - abacas
abaas - abacas- belonging to a plant of the family of musceans, herbaceous, originating in the Asian continent, used in
the manufacture of cabuyería and in the textile industry-

abacás abacas
abaas- belonging to a plant of the family of musaceous, herbaceous, originating in the Asian continent, used in the
manufacture of cabuyería and in the textile industry-

abacás o abacas
abaas or abacas-belonging to a plant in the musaceous, herbaceous family, originating in the Asian continent, used in
the manufacture of cabuyería and in the textile industry.

abacea
abacea-refers to a type of popular festival that was held in the past, keeping high silence, in honor of the Baco-               
                                     

abaceas
s refers to the festivals that were celebrated in Asia minor in honor of the God Bacchus-

abaceas abazeas
abaceas abazeas-it is about the festivities that were made in the past, keeping great silence, in honor of the God
Bacchus-                                                     



abaceas o abazeas
abaceas or abazeas-refers to the festivities that were held in the past, keeping great silence, in honor of the Baco-          
                                          

abaceas-abazeas
abaceas - abazeas- refers to the festivities that were held in the past, keeping great silence, in honor of the Baco-           
                                         

abacena
abacena- this is a type of moth or insect of the genus lepidoptera-

abacenas
abacenas-belonging to a type of moth of the genus of lepidoptera-

abaceno
Abacene-old city of the region of Sicily, near the coast, where an important battle was fought between the Carthaginian
army and the Greek army, commanded by Dionysus-

abacera
abaceraperson who has the trade sell oil, vinegar, legumes, pickles and other products-

abaceras
abaceras-belonging to the person who has the trade of selling oil, vinegar, legumes and other edible products-

abacería
abacería--local, usually located in a market, where different types of retail goods are sold,

abacero
abacero-trader or seller in charge of the abac-

abacero abarrotero
grocer abacero - person who works in a trade that offers packaged or sold foods by weight, such as dairy, breads or
preserves-

abacero o abarrotero
abacero or grocer - person who works in a trade that offers packaged or sold foods by weight, such as dairy, breads or
preserves-

abacero, abarrotero
abacero , grocer - person who works in a trade that offers packaged or sold foods by weight, such as dairy, breads or
preserves-

abacero-abarrotero



A person who works in a trade that offers packaged or overweight foods, such as dairy, bread, or preserves.

abaceros
It says those who have shops or stalls selling to the retail -

abaceros abarroteros
Abaceros abarroteros - belonging to the person who works in a trade that offers packaged or sold foods by weight, such
as dairy products, breads or preserves-

abaceros o abarroteros
Steelmakers or grocers - belonging to the person who works in a trade offering packaged or sold foods by weight, such
as dairy products, breads or preserves-

abaceros, abarroteros
Steelmakers, grocers - belonging to the person who works in a trade offering packaged or sold food by weight, such as
dairy products, breads or preserves-

abaceros-abarroteros
Abaceros-grocers- belonging to the person who works in a trade that offers packaged or sold foods by weight, such as
dairy products, breads or preserves-

abaceto abacetus
abaceto abacetus- refers to a beetle insect, of the family of the carabids, native to Spain, Senegal and Guinea that live
near rivers and streams, under the stones-

abaceto o abacetus
abaceto or abacetus- refers to a beetle insect, of the family of the carabids, native to Spain, Senegal and Guinea that
live near rivers and streams, under the stones-

abaceto-abacetus
abaceto - abacetus - refers to a beetle insect, of the family of the carabids, native to Spain, Senegal and Guinea that live
near rivers and streams, under the stones-

abacetos
abacetos-belonging to the coleopter insect typical of Senegal and Guinea-     

abacetos-
abacetos-belonging to a beetle insect, of the family of the carabids, typical of Spain, Senegal and Guinea that live near
rivers and streams, under the stones-

abacetus
abacetus-refers to a beetle insect, of the family of the carabids, native to Spain, Senegal and Guinea that live near rivers
and streams, under the stones-



abacetus abaceto
abacetus abaceto- refers to a beetle insect, of the family of the carabids, native to Spain, Senegal and Guinea that live
near rivers and streams, under the stones-

abacetus o abaceto
abacetus or abaceto-refers to a beetle insect, of the family of the carabids, native to Spain, Senegal and Guinea that live
near rivers and streams, under the stones-

abacetus-abaceto
abacetus - abaceto - refers to a beetle insect, of the family of the carabids, typical of Spain, Senegal and Guinea that
live near rivers and streams, under the stones-

abachad
Move something from a certain place or place. 

abacho
I move something from a certain place or place. 

abachó
He moved something from a certain place or place. 

abacial
abacial-title awarded to the superior of a monastery that is made up of at least twelve or more monks. 

abaciales
abacials-belonging to the title that is granted to the superior of a monastery, which is made up of twelve or more monks. 

abacias
abacias-belonging to a dichotyledonous plant in Equatorial America-   

abacicarpo
Abacicarpo-refers to the expression: herbaceous plant, of low height, white flowers with 4 petals, long and strongly
serrated leaves, originating in the mountainous areas of the European continent-

abacios
despices-belonging to people without a voice or vote in the meetings   

abacisco
abacisco-refers to the expression: small stone, commonly square, used to form mosaic pavements in the time of the
Emperors-

abaciscos
Abaciscos-belonging to the expression: small stone, generally square, used to make pavements of mosaics-



abacistas
It's those who constructed or interpreted to the abacos-

abacoa
abacoa-member of an indigenous people of the Lucayas archipelago, of the Caribbean race,

abacoas
abacoas-members of an indigenous people of the Lucayas archipelago, of the Caribbean race,

abacocrinos
abacocrines-belonging to a genus of fossil crinoid equinides, hexagonally-

abacora
abacora-refers to the expression : ancient , catches people who commit an illegal-

abacora albacora
abacora albacora- refers to the name given to the breva, the first fruit of the fig tree-

abacora o albacora
abacora or albacore-refers to the name given to the breva, the first fruit of the fig tree-

abacora, albacora
abacora , albacore - refers to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

abacora-albacora
abacora-albacore-refers to the name given to the breva, the first fruit of the fig tree-

abacoraba
It abacoraba - it refers to the expression obsolete: trapped people who commit an illegal -

abacoraban
They abacoraban - refers to the expression obsolete: caught people who commit an illegal -

abacorad
It refers to, catch a person who commits a crime

abacoramos
We abacoramos - refers to the expression obsolete: trap to people who commit an illegal -

abacoran
abacoran-catch criminals who commit an illicit in the neighborhood supermarket



abacorar
abacorar: try a company or business with great boldness.

abacorar
abacorar: catch someone doing something.

abacorarán
They abacorarán - refers to the expression obsolete: will catch people who commit an illegal -

abacorarás
abacorarás-refers to the expression : you will catch the people who commit an illegal-

abacoraremos
Abacoraremos-refers to the expression: In the past, we will catch people who commit an illicit

abacoraré
I'll abacorate-catch the criminals who commit an illicit

abacoraría
Abacoraría-refers to the expression: in antiquity, I would catch people who commit an illicit

abacoraron
They abacoraron - refers to the expression: in the past, trapped people who commit an illegal -

abacoras
You abacoras - it refers to the expression: in ancient times, catch people who commit an illegal -

abacoras albacoras
Belonging to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

abacoras o albacoras
abacoras or albacoras belonging to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

abacoras, albacoras
abacoras , albacores-belonging to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

abacoras-albacoras
abacoras-albacoras-belonging to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

abacoraste
You abacoraste - it refers to the expression: used antigumente, catch people who commit an illegal -



abacorá
Catch the thieves who robbed the supermarket

abacorábamos
We abacorábamos - refers to the expression obsolete: atrapábamos people who commit an illegal -

abacoráis
You abacoráis - it refers to the expression obsolete: atrapáis people who commit an illegal -

abacore
It refers to , catch the criminals who robbed the supermarket-

abacoremos
You mean, let's catch the criminals who robbed the supermarket

abacoren
You mean, catch the thieves who robbed the supermarket

abacoré
I abacoré - refers to the expression obsolete: caught people who commit an illegal -

abacoro
I abacoro - refers to the expression obsolete: caught people who commit an illegal -

abacoró
abacoró-refers to the ancient expression, caught people who commit an illicit

abacosa
abacosa-one of the names by which pea is known, legume plant-

abacosas
abacosas-belonging to one of the names by which pea is known, legume plant-

abacote
abacote - refers to unaespecie or type of cane that the heads of the Templars used in some ceremonies -

abacotes
abacotes-belonging to the double crown and unadorned formerly used by English kings. -

abacómites
abacómites-belonging to the Abbot who has the title of Con-



abacteriano
abacterial - refers to the expression: medium or substance contaminated non -

abactinal
dorsal or apical abactinal-face of echinodermos-

abactinales
abactinals-belonging to the dorsal or apical face of the echinod-

abactores
abactors-People engaged in abigeate or quadrism

abactos
abactos-belonging to miscarriage, in animals

abacuc
Habakkuk or Habakkuk: according to the Bible, one of the twelve minor prophets Jewish.-

abacuelo
abacuelo-diminutive abaco, an outstanding prismatic piece that forms the top of the capital-

abacuelos
abacuelos-belonging to the diminutive of abaco, an outstanding prismatic piece that forms the top of the capital-

abaculi
abaculi-is the name given to the counting tile in the Checkers Game-

abacum
Abacum- former village located in Bavaria, near the Danube River-

abacur
send - refers to one HP Suna, Goddess of the Sun -

abad
Abbot: name which corresponded to three kings Moors in Seville, being Abbot I, the founder of the dynasty of the
abaditas.

abad
more Abad:Hermano or Butler of a brotherhood.

abad
Abbot: cleric in minor orders who is also a priest and also ecclesiastical hierarchy.



abad
Abbot: leader of the so-called Don Gómez guard, composed of an Abbot or Knight and 50 ballesteros hijosdalgo.-

abad bendito
blessed Abbot: says that Abbot almost episcopal powers.

abad del oratorio
Abbot of the oratorio:titulo of the Archicapellan of the Palace at the Court of France.

abad ecuménico
Abbot Ecumenical: it's a dignity granted to the Greek monks.

abad exento
free Abbot: Abbot is said to it independent of the Bishop.

abad mitrado
mitrado Abad: is the one who is authorized to use Episcopal insignia.

abad primero
ABAD I = is the first Moorish King of Seville, of the dynasty of the Abadistas -

abad,abadesa
Abbot, abbess-refers to the superior of a monastery and of some collegiate and religious communities-

abada bada
Abada Bada- refers to one of the names given to the rhinoceros, mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, of large
size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa-

abada o bada
Abada or Bada- refers to one of the names given to the rhinoceros, mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, of large
size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa-

abada rinoceronte
abada rhinoceros-mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one
or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa.

abada,bada
Abada, bada- refers to one of the names given to the rhinoceros, mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, of large
size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa-

abada,rinoceronte
abada, rhinoceros- mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one
or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa-



abada-bada
Abada-bada- refers to one of the names given to the rhinoceros, mammal of the order of perissodactyls, large and thick
skin, pointed snout, which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa-

abada-rinoceronte
abada-rhinoceros-mammal of the order of Perissodactyls, large in size and thick skin, pointed snout, having one or two
curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and Africa.

abadanar
abadanar: place as padding ( skin of sheep or RAM ). -

abadane
corresponds to the expression ''  '' put as pad ''  ''. -

abadas
It's one of the names who receive the rhinos.

abadas badas
Abadas Badas-belonging to one of the names given to the rhinoceros, a mammal of the order of the perissodactyls,
large in size and thick skin, with a pointed snout, which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of
Asia and Africa.

abadas o badas
abadas or badas-belonging to one of the names given to the rhinoceros, a mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, of
large size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and
Africa-

abadas,badas
abadas, badas-belonging to one of the names given to the rhinoceros, a mammal of the order of the perissodactyls, of
large size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and
Africa-

abadas-badas
abadas-badas-belonging to one of the names given to the rhinoceros, a mammal of the order of the perissodactyls,
large in size and thick skin, pointed snout, which has one or two curved horns in the area of the nose, typical of Asia and
Africa.

abadavinas
abadavinas-belonging to the ancient name given to the Verderon, bird-

abadán
Abadan: is a city and port of Iran near the Persian Gulf, has a pipeline that goes to Tehran, the capital.

abaddir



abbotdir-stone or meteorite, with which idols or statues were made, which was swallowed by Saturn instead of Jupiter by
order of the Goddess Rea-

abaddir abadir
abaddir abadir-stone or meteorite, with which idols or statues were made, which was swallowed by the God Saturn
instead of the God Jupiter by order of the Goddess Rea-

abaddir o abadir
abaddir or abadir-in ancient times, stone or meteorite, with which idols or statues were made, which was swallowed by
Saturn instead of Jupiter by order of the Goddess Rea-

abaddir-abadir
abaddir - abadir-stone or meteorite, with which idols or statues were made, which was swallowed by Saturn instead of
Jupiter by order of the Goddess Rhea-


